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Figure 1: Divergent diagrams. 

identify a phase structure of the given QFT model with a set of nonequivalen1 CR 
representations realized in this model for different values of dynamical and external 
parameters. 

This picture as well as ·the canonical formalism of QFT in general indicate the 
following correct form of the total Hamiltonian: 

H = Ho + Hr + Hct + VE . (I.I) 

The standard free part Ho describes a ground state of field system. The interaction 
Hamiltonian Hr does not contain terms linear or quadratic in fields and describes 
small corrections to H0 if the coupling constants are small. The ·counter-term <!per
ator Hct removes all UV divergencies. The form of Hct _is determined by H0 , H, and 
renormalizat~on scheme. The renormalization scheme should be fixed. The con1->tant 
term E is the vacuum energy density. 

The method we use i's based on two ideas. First, the total Hamiltinian of field 
system should be written in the correct form in some particular representation 
which seems to be suitable for specific values of the dynamical and external parnme
ters (e.g., in the weak coupling regime at zero temperature). Second, the canonical 
transformations of the field variables and the requirement that the Hamiltonian 
expressed in new'variables has the correct form lead to equatjons defining unitary 
nonequivalent CR representations at any values of dynamical and external param
eters. Each representation is characterized by the effective coupling constants and 
vacuum energy density. The system is considered to be in a definite phase if the 
effective coupling constants and vacuum energy density in the representation de
scribing this phase are the smallest ones. The effective coupling constants are used 
to control an accuracy of approximation. 

We will investigate the phase structure of _the Yukawa model supplemented with 
the self-interaction of the pseudoscalar field r.p 

L(x) = 1/;(x)i81fa(x) + ~r.p(x) (□ - m~) r.p(x) - yr.p(x)1/;(x)i151/J(x.) - ~r.p4 (x) (1.2) 

in space-time R 1+1 (x = (x0 ,x1 )). The fermion field 7/J is massless. The param~ters 
m1, g and y are positive. The Dirac matrices are related to the Pauli matrices as 

,o = 173 , /1 = tl72 , ,s = 171 • 
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Tlw Lagrangian is invariant under the. parity (P) transformation . · 

sp(:ro, .r1) ---+.-:p(.ro, -.r1 ), ll1(.To. ,T1)-> 101.'J(.ro, -xi). 

Model ( 1.2) gives a simple but not trivial example for studying the dynamical 
P violation and generation of the fermion mass [ll]. At the same time. there is a 
direcL analogy wi1h tlw mod<'ls describing real systems in c~ndensed st.ate physics 
[12]. If the dimensionless coupling constants 

g y2 
G = --

2 
and Y = --

2 21rm8 21rm8 
1).3) 

are small enough. the Lagrangian ( 1.2) sho'uld describe in quantum theory 1 he sys
tem symmetric under parity transformation. Is this statement really true and what 
happens in the strong coupling regime? We formulate the problem as follows: 

what representation of CH is suitable for difforent valries of G and Y and ,du-11 
physical picture corresponds t.o this represc11t.atio11 ':' 

The n·stdt.s of the present. paper· can be summarized as follows. \Ye· find t hc• 
boson MH(C:, Y) and fermion Mp(G, Y) masses, effective coup,ling rnnstants 
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G (C Y) - g Y (C Y) - y 
elf J, - 21rMA(G, Y) ' elf J;. - 21rMi(G, Y) ', 1.-1) 

order parameter and free energy density as functions of ( G, Y) for different ('I{ 

representations. The phase diagram in the (Y, G)-plane is const1:uckd. The llilmil
tonians describing system (1.2) in each phase arc obtained. Two diffcr<'nl symm!'tric 
phases and the phase with violated parity occur in the system. The 1farity breaking 
in the strong coupling regime G ~ Y is conditioned by the boson self-interaction. 
This is in accordance with the vacuum structure of pure 'P~ theory [:l, S]. 

A neither representation' with the sy'mmet'ry brc~king n~ursc•<J°by I h<' Yukawa rciu
pling is not r<'alizcd, sin cc the vacuum <'tl('rgy in t.his representation is largt't.' I han 
the energy of' symrnct.ric phases for.any Y, (;. Therefore t.hc 1·ukawa intcrac1 io11 does. 
not. lead t.o a11 inst.ability of t.11(' symmetric phase. At the first glanc!' this rn111radic1s 
to the rcsulti; of lattice calculations [2]. However, statemPnt. of the probln11 ot' t lw 
phase struc.t\;rc of a 'field system and investigation technique within 1 he r<'gulariz<·d 
(lattice) and renormalized (as in our case) formulations of quantum field 1h<'or~· arc 
basically different.. We analyze this point in the )ast sect.ion of the pap<'r and show 
that the results of [2] and ours neither ·ag{ee nor C<Jntradict. t.o each other. 

,',,' 
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2 Hamiltonian and Renormalization 

The quantized Hamiltonian corresponding to the Lagrangian (1.2) has the followi11g 
form: 

H = Ho+ Hi + Hct , i2. I) 

Ho= l dx1 { ~: [r.2(x) + (/J1y(x))2 + m1(f'2(x)] : +: 1;J(x)i-y/)11;'.•(.1:):} 

Hi= l dx1 {yy(x): ip(x)i-y5¢(x): +f: y 1{x) :} , 

Hct = l dx1 {~om1: y
2
(x): +oE} . 

Standard equal time canonical relations are postulated: 

[r.(xo, xi), 'f'(Xo, x;)]- = i8(x1 - x;) , 

[i¢+(x0 ,xi),¢(xo,x;)J+ = i8(~1 - x;). (2.2) 

The Hamiltonian (2.1) is constructed in such a way that CR (2.2) are represented 
in the Fock space of bosons with the renormalized mass mB and massless fermionq. 
The Hamiltonian is normally ordered with respect to the vacuum vector IO) of this 
Fock space. 

The model under consideration is superrenormalizable. Boson mass a11d vac
uum energy renormalization comes from the divergent diagrams given in ·Fig.la 
and Fig.lb respectively. It is convenient to fix the renormalization scheme by the 
following prescription: 

• mass renormalization: external momentum in the diagram in Fig.la is on 
the mass shell (p2 = mt); 

• vacuum energy renormalization: dlagram in Fig.lb is subtracted com
pletely. 

Simple calculation gives the following result for the counter-terms: 

2 2 - P 2 y2 1"" du - P 8mB = y IIreg(mBJO), 8E = -reg 2 IIreg(-ulO) ' 
Sr. 0 u + m 8 

fI~g(p2JO) = ireg J (::~/l'r { i,s_S(q - pJO)i,sS(qJO)} 

where /; is the fermion propagator 

S(qlmp) = l/(mp - q - it:). 
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An appropriate regularization is implied in Eqs.(2.3). Now the S-matrix is defined, 
all terms. of the perturbation series ov~r Y « 1 ·and G « 1 are ultraviolet finite 
and can be calculated. The strong co~pling r~gime Y » 1 and (or) G » 1 and 
self-consistency oHhis construction in the weak coupling regime will be investigated 
bv means of the canonical transformation method. 

M ·1., . , .. ,r!. ,, 

3 Canonical transformation 
·) 

Let us transform the canonical variables as 

{ ilp+ ,'· ~ r- { i\JJ+ exp (-ii,s) ' 

{r., 'P}--; {II,' <I>+ B} . . 

exp (i~,s) q, r i 
., 2 ,I 

(3.1) 

Here \Ji is the fermion field with a new mass Mi = f mt, if! is 'the boson field with 
the mass M1 = tmt, the angie a is a parameter of chiral transformations and Bis 
a constant boson condensate. Such a transformation can be realized in terms of the 
creation and annihilation operators [10, 13]. Transformation (3.1) is the canonical 
one, i. e., the fiel4~ (II, <I>) and ( i,\JJ+, \JI) obey tp.(l same cano1;1jcal relations (2.2). 
New fields are defined on the Fo~k space with the vacuum state JO))'. This space is 
unitary nonequivalent to the initial one with the vacuum JO). 

The Hamiltonian takes the following form in the new canonical variables 

H = H~ +H{ + H~i+ VE+ H1, (3.2) 

H~ '."' l dx1 { ~: [II
2
(~) + (~1<I>(x))

2 
+ M~~

2
(x)] 

+: ll!(x)[i,181 +M~]\JJ(x) :},' , · 

Hf= 1 dx1 {y<I>(~): ll!(x)[~in~.- i~scosa(;(~): ;r [<I>\x) +4B<I>3 (x)] :} ' 

H~t = l r dx1 {~oM~: <I> 2(x): +6E'}. lv 2 . . ... 
• '•.· '. . l • : ' 

Here the sign :: ~eans normal ordering with respect to JO)). 'The coimter-term~ 
H;t are determined by the new Hamiltonians H~ and Hf and _correspond to the 
renormalization scheme which is equivalent to the initi~f one: th~ inner lines in the 
diagram Fig.la correspond to the new fermion propagator and ext~}iial momentum 
is on the mass shell p2 

::::: M1, 'the vacuum diagram Fig.lb with the new propagators 
is subtracted completely. Werget ' 

. 8M1 =:y,2 fifgg(M1JMF), 

y2 1"". du -ps )'·' 8E = -reg , ... M 2 IIreg(-uJMF , 
Sr. c)' u + B' ' 

5,, 

(3.3} 

(3.4) 



fi~ig(;2 IMF) = ireg j (
2
~/rr{{sina~ i~~-cosa)~(~'~ pfM~) 

· x(sina-i,5 cosa)S(qfMp)} ·;· 

The quantity E in Eq.(3.2) is the vacuu~ energy density and looks like 

E = Eo + E1 + Ect · . ·• 1 . . . I, 

Eo = 2m~B2 + L(t) + ((OI\Jl(i8n1 + Mp)llllO))-:- (Oltbi8n11IO) , 

E1 = ~ [B4 
- 6B2D(t) + 3D2 (t)] ·+ yBsina((Ol\l,'1110)), 

4 . . ~ .. 
, / • 1 •~ ( . 1 2 2 

Ect = oE - oE - 2°mBD t) + 2.°mBB , . 

J d
2
k [ 1 1 ] 1 

D(t)= (2 )2· 2 k2 . -M2 k2 . =-4lnt. 
7r i m 8 - - it: B - - it: 7r 

The function L(t) 

1 , 1 
L(t) = 2((0III2 + (81<I>) 2 + m~<I>2 IO)) ~ 2(0l1r2 + (81<p)2 + m1<p

2
IO) 

. m1 = -(t - 1 - Int) 
81r 

,:a.5) 

(3.6) 

comes from the normal reordering of the free Hamiltonian. The last term l/ 1 111 

Eq.(3.2) has the form 

H1 = f dx 1 {~: <I>2
: [mt - Mt - 3gD(t) + 3gB2 + om1 - oM1] lv 2 . , 

+<I> [mtB- 3gBD(t) + gB3 + omtB -ysinaTrS(OIMF)] 

+ (yBsin a - MF]: \JI\JI: -yB c~~ a: llli,slll:} . 

To preserve the correct form (1.1) of the total Hamiltonian in th~ new representation 
we demand that H1 = 0. This requirement leads to equations for the parameters 
MF, MB, Band a of the canonical transformation: 

y B sin a - MF = 0 , 

yBcosa=O, (:!.7) 

mt.,... M1 - 3gD(t) + 3gB~ + omt - oM1 = 0 , 

mtB - 3gBD(t) + gB3 
- y sin aTrS(OIMF) + om1B = 0 . 

Using Eqs.((2.3),(3.3)) and introducing the dime~sionless quantities (1.3) and 

M2 ·M2 . 
f = -f ; t = -f- , .. b = .._fo B 

mB mB " 

6· 

one can rewrite Eqs:(3. 7) in the form .·t 

where 

v2Ybsino - VJ= 0, 

V2Ybcoso = 0, 

1-t --~Glrit + Ylnf + Y (1 -4f) F (f) +6Gb2 = 0. 
b [1 - ~Gin t + Y-lnf·+ 2Cb2

] = 0. 

I . 

J d 
{ 

1 I (l+✓l-4z 'f < I 
F(:::) = ~ = ✓•_-4z n. 1-✓l-4z ' I ;:; - :J 

:1:( 1 - ±) - ::: ~arctg 4::: - I if ;:; > ! 
o -v4z-l_ • - 4 

Using these equations we ca~ rewriil~ the e'nergy density (3.5) as 

(3.8) 

,:;J.9) 

i,=_jj_ 4b2 +t-1-lnt+2Jlnf+G -ib -6b2 lnt+-ln t (:I.IO) , . rn
2 

'{ · · ; [ 4 • , :3 2 ] 

871' . .j 

-~Yln2
t+YJ(t/f)}" 

1
1 

di:( 1 .:.. .r
2

) [ ,r· ] 
.J(s)=2 . (( _ ')2 . ) ~I lnx-ln(l -.r) 

o X . 1, :r + 5X .T 

Equations {:l,8) do notminimize the energy density (:UO) in the variabks t. f. b. 
These equations do not relate to any variational principle. Tlwy follow frorn the 
demand of the correct form of the total Hamiltonian. This demand, combined with 
the canonical transformations, provid<:s a regi1lar prescription for' cfoaling wit Ii the 
highest ultraviolet divergencies (like the diagrams in Fig. I). At the same time. the 
results_ of our and variational_.methods coincide in the case.}" = 0 (tlw pun• -;J 
theory) when the variational approach is well-defined (:l, 8] . 

4 Phase structure 

Different solutions of Eqs.(3.8) define the nonequivalent represent.at.ions of tlw CH 
or different. phases of the model ( 1.2). The proper Ilamiltor1ians in these pha.scs arc 
given by Eqs.(:l.2). It. is rnnvcnicnt to formulate the follciWing dPfinitions. L<'1 us 
suppose that Eqs.(:l.8) have N different. _solutions, ,whj~-h _cap lw dt:notcd .,is 

S;(Y,O) == {ti(Y,G),.fi(.Y,G),lij(Y,G),nj(Y,G)} (j = l,, .. ;N). 
' ! ' . . ' . . 

7: 



The effective coupling constants (I .4) and energy density (3.10) correspondi11g to 
the j-th solution are denoted by 

y!il(Y G) y c(il( 'G) G 
eff ' = t;(Y, G) ' eff } ' = tj(Y, CJ) 

E;(Y, G) = E (t;(Y, G), J;(Y, G), b;(Y, G), a;(Y, G), Y, G) 

We shall say that in the region rk C Rt= {(Y,G): Y ~ 0,G ~ 0} the Yukawa 
system ( 1.2) exists in the phase described by the solution Sk(Y, G) if for (Y, G) E I\ 

min E;(Y, G) = Ek(Y, G) , ,:,1.1) 
J 

min Y,,Wl(Y, G) = Y,,~l(Y, G) , min G~~(Y, G) = G~~(Y, G) . ( 1.2) 
J J 

The regions rk cover all the space Rt, i.e.,·urk = Rt. It is quite possible that some 
solutions are not realized as actual phases of the system, since they do not minimize 
the effective coupling constants and energy density for any Y and G. 

Usually, criterion ( 4.1) based on comparison of the vacuum energy densities is 
used in the phase transition theory. Meanwhile, in QFT the derm;nd of the weak 
effective coupling ( 4.2) seems to be more suitable. From a physic<j.l viewpoint the 
quantity E does not play any role, since it does not contribute to the S-matrix 
elements. Besides that, the energy density can not be calculated,exactly or at least 
with similar accuracy in different phases, so that comparison of the energies loses its 
meaning. At the same time, it is natural to suppose that large coupling constants 
in H mean that representation determined by Ho does not describe real states and 
can not be considered as a suitable representation for the total Hamiltonian H. 
Nevertheless, our calculations show that both criteria give similar results [8]-[10]. 

4.1 The pure Yukawa interaction 

First of all, let us study the case G = 0, i.e., the pure Yukawa model. We will ,,how 
that for any coupling constant Y the Yukawa interaction does not lead dynamical 
generation of the fermion mass and parity violation. 

For G = 0 equations (3.8) are reduced to the form 

V2Ybsina = J'l, vYbcosa = 0, 

l-t+~lnf+Y(1-4f)F(f/t)=O, (4.3) 

b [1 + v 111 fl = o . 
Energy density (3.10) looks in this case like 

E = ___!!_ 4b2 + t - I - Int - - ln2 t + 2fln f + Y J(t/ f) m2 { y } 
8~ 2 , 

( 4.4) 
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y ' ' 
Figure 2: Boson· mass for different phases of the pure Yukawa model. 

Equations ( 4.3) has th{ee different solutions. 

I. b1 = 0, i1 = 1, f1 = 0, sina1 = 0, Y,,jj = Y, E1 = o:· 
This is the initial representation (2.1 ). 

II. b2 = 0, t2(Y), h = 0, sin 02 = 0, Y,,~}(Y), E2(Y). 
Equation for the boson mass can be represented in the form: 

t2 -1 
--=Y. 
In t 2 

Using this equation one can represent energy density (4.4) as 

m1 { 1 } E2=g; t2-1- 2(t2 +1)lnt2 . 

(4.5) 

( 4.6) 

The functions t2(Y) and E2(Y) are plotted in Figs.2,3 by the short-dashed lines. In 
the strong coupling regime Y ~ l we get from Eqs.(4.5) and (4.6) 

t2(Yf-+ Y In Y , Y,,~\Y) -+ I}Y ~ 1 , 

m11 2 E2(Y) -+ ---Y In Y . 
8~ 2 

9 

(4.7) 
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Figure 3: Energy density for different phases of the pure Yukawa model. 

Neither Eq.( 4.5) for boson mass t nor the energy density ( 4.6) depends on the angle 
o:. We have a family of degenerate (in the masses and energy density) vacua enumer
ated by the angle o:. Representations with sin o: =/- 0 correspond to the symmetry 
broken by the interaction of the pseudoscalar field <I> with the s~alar fermion current 
(see the interaction Hamiltonian Hf (3.2)). Below we will consider for definiteness 
only the symmetric representation with sin o: = 0. 

III.b3 = ±-½f exp{-1/2Y}, t~(Y), h = exp{-1/Y}, sino:3 = ±1, Y.S:\Y), l'.':i(V). 
The sign "Pcorresponds to two degenerate vacua connected by parity transforma
tion. In this case an equation for the boson mass has the form 

t3 - Y (1 -4{:) F (h;~)) = o. . ( 4 .8) 

The energy density ( 4.4) takes the form: 

E3=- t3 -1-lnt3--ln h+YJ(t3/h) , m~ { Y 2 · } 

8~ 2 
(4.9) 

The function t3(Y) is p~otted in Fig.2 by the solid line. One can see that the following 
relation takes place 

t3 (Y) < max [I, t2(Y)], \fY > 0. (,1.10) 
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Figure 4: Phase diagram i11 the plane (Y,G). The dashed li1ws restrict ti](' r<'gio11 I) 

where Eqs.(•1.20) have three solutions. 

As a consequence of this relation, the effective coupling constant Ye\:) is lilrger 
in the broken symmetry representation III than in the symmetric ones 

r;,Wl > min [ Y, r;,~\Y)] , \fY > 0. (•LI l) 

The energy density E3 (Y) (the solid line in Fig.3) is positive or larger than /:'2(Y) 
owing to inequality ( 4.10) and presence of the positive term Y J( I/ J) in Eq.('l.!J) . . 

E3 (Y) > min [0, E 2(Y)], \fY > 0 . (·l.12) 

An asymptotic behavior of all functions in ihc weak (Y < 1) and stro,;g (Y :~ 1) 
coupling regimes can bP found from Eqs.((4.8),(4.!J)). 

For Y -> 0 we get.: 

t3 (Y)-> I - 2cxp {-}~} , ( I.I;!) 

y(3 )(Y) ~ ~-> Y (1 + 2Pxp {-2-}) 
err (i(Y) V 

· m.2 I { I} 
' E'3(Y)--+ 4: 2Y exp -y . 

The asymptotic expression for the energy density originates from the term Y J ( I /f) 
i11 Eq.(4.9), i.e., it is conditioned by contribution of t.hc diagram in Fig.lb. 011<· can 
sc<~ I.hat, t.hc !'11crgy dc11sity is non-analytic at. Y = 0. 

11. 



In the strong coupling regime Y ::t> 1 one gets: 

1 
t2(Y) - t3(Y) -> y In y > 0 , 

y<2J(Y) - y(3)(Y) _. __ l_ < 0 
eff • eff In y , 

2 

E2(Y) - E3(Y) -> - ma In Y < 0 .. 
8r. 

(-1.J,I) 

Comparing the energy densities and effective coupling constants we get the following 
relations 

. [ (2) (3) ] _ { Y if Y ~ 1 
mm Y, Y.tr (Y), Y.tr (Y) - Y.,~l(Y) if y ~ I (·I. I 5) 

. • { 0 if Y < 1 
mm [O, E2 (Y~, £3(Y)] = E

2
(Y) if y ~ I _ (·I. l(i) 

. . 
Equations (4.15) and (4.16) show that according to both definitions (4.2) and (4.1) 
a kind of phase transition between the phases I and II occurs at Y = l. The phase 
III with broken symmetry is not realized for any Y > 0. 

Thus we conclude that parity is not violated dynamically in the two-d~mensional 
Yukawa model. The fermion is massless for any values of the coupling constant Y. 
This conclusion differs from the results of the lattice cal~ulations [2]. We discuss an 
origin of this difference in the last section of the paper. 

The effects described in this subsection are determined by non-analyticity of the 
physical parameters of the system (like the masses and boson condensate) at Y = 0. 
Such a non-analytical behavior can be obtained neither in perturbation theory nor 
within the variational approach like the Gaussian effective potential which doe~ not 
take into acco~nt a major contribution of the d~vergent diagrams given in Fig.I. 

4.2 Yukawa model with boson .self-interaction 

The main effect of boson self-interaction is that the parity is dynamically violated 
and the fermion gets a nonzero mass in the strong coupling regime G ::t> Y. This is 
illustrated by the phase diagram shown in Fig.4. The solid lines correspond to the 
phase boundaries. In the regime G ::t, Y the broken symmetry phase conditioned by 
the boson self-interaction exists, while for Y ::t> G the nontrivial symmetric phase 
caused by the Yukawa coupling is realized. 

In the general case Eqs.(3.8) have five different solutions. 

I b - o t - 1 J - o .- - o v<1> - Y ct1l - c E - o 
, 1 == ' 1 == ' 1 = ' Sill 01 - ' eff == ' eff == ' I = . 

This is the initial representation (2.1). 
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Figure 5: Boson mass for the phases III, IV_ and V with. broken symmetry. 

II. b2 = 0, t2(Y, G), h = 0, sin 02 = 0, Y.,~l(Y, G), G~~(Y, G), E2(Y, G) 
For b = 0 and f = 0 the equation for the boson mass can be written in the following 
form (see the third equation (3.8)) 

t2 ~ 1 3 
--=Y--G. (4.17) 
ln t2 2 

This equation has a unique solution for all Y and G obeying the condition 

3 
Y- -G > 0 
. 2 

and does not have solutions for other values of (Y, G). Using Eq.( 4.17).in Eq.(:1.10) 
one can reduci:: the energy density to the form · 

m1 { · 1 } · E2 = g;- t2 - 1 - 2(t2 + 1) ln t2 , (4.18) 

which coincides wit~ Eq.( 4.6). In the strong coupling regime Y ::t, G one finds 

t 2(Y,G)-> YlnY, 

(2) 1 c2J G Y.tr (Y,G) _. lnY ~ 1, Getr(Y,G)-> YlnY ~ 1, 

( m11 2 E2 Y,G)-> -g;-2Yln Y. (4.19) 
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Using the formulas (4.18). and (1.4) we get the inequalities 

E G(2J G (2) y f 2::; 0, eff ::; , Y,,ff ::; or t2,?. l. 

Equation (4.17) indicates that t2 ?. 1 if Y - 3/2G ?. l. Thus, according to both 
criteria ( 4.2) and ( 4.1) the phase transition from the first symmetric phases I to the 
second symmetric phase II takes place on .the curve Y - 3/2G = 1 shown in Fig.4 
by the solid line starting at the point (Y = 1, G = 0). 

Solutions III, IV and V with nonzero boson condensate: 

bi(Y,G) = ±✓J,(~.Gl, ti(Y,G), fi(Y,G), sinai = ±1 (j = 3,4,5). . 
The sign"±" corresponds to two degenerate vacua connected by the P-transformation. 
The P-symmetry breaking is provided by two reasons. These are the terms : <l>3 

: 

and <I> : ll!\ll : in the interaction Hamiltonian Hf (3.2). The energy density for the 
broken symmetry representations is defined in Eq.(3.10). For description of these 
solutions it is convenient to introduce the variable s = J /t, to subtract the; !,1st 
equation (3.8) from the third one and to rewrite Eqs.(3.8) in the form (J = st) 

t (1 -2~s) = Y(l - 4s)F(s), 

3 G 
l+(Y- 2G)lnt+Ylns+yst=0. (11.20) 
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Figure 7: Energy density for I.he phases III, IV and V with broken sym1iwtry. 

The function F(s) is defined by Eq.(3.9). 
The analysis of the Eqs.( 4.20) shows that there are two qualitatively diff<'rrnt 

regions in the (Y, G) plane. There are three solutions inside the region I) restricted 
by the (,'-axis and dashed lines in Fig.4, while outside this region only OIH' sol11t ion 
exists. All solutions arc equal to each other at the point C in FigA whir)! corrC'_sponds 
to Ye = .:l-1 J: .. and Ge = 1.12 .... Comparing the limit G -> 0 of E~1s.(•UO) and 
Eq.( 4.8) for the pure Yukawa model we sec th~t one of the three different soh11 io11s 
of Eqs.( 4.20) is a continuation of the. pure Yukawa solution III (sC'e subsPctio;1 ,-1. I) 
on. the ( Y, G) plane. This solution describes. the Yukawa-t.ypc phas<' with brok<'n 
symmetry. The existence of this phase is conditioned by t.bC' divcrg<'nl diagrams 
(Fig. I) appearing due to I.he Yuka.wa. coupling. 

In the sfrollg coupling regime Y ~ G, we get from Eqs.((-1,20).(:!:S)) th<' follow-
ing asym°i>t.otic relation~ ' . 

t 2(Y', G) - t 3 (Y, G) -> Yl~i y > 0 , 
I . 

y< 2>(Y C) - y<3>(Y G) -> -- < 0 err , ' err , · · In y · 

'c,<2>(}' C') c,<3>(}·· C') c; < o 
'err ', - 'err 'I ->-Yli1)·" ' 
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h(Y,G)-+ exp{-~} '. b3-+ ± ~, 

m1 ' . E 2(Y, G) - EJ(Y, G)-+ -- In Y < 0 , 
81r 

which are exactly the same as Eqs.(4.14). The boson mass t3 approaches t
2 

fr~m 
below. At the same time, the divergence between energy densities E3 and £

2 
grows 

due to the contribution of the term Y J(f /t) in Eq.(3.8). · 
When Y < Ye and G grows two additional solutions of Eqs.( 4.20) appear at the 

lower dashed line restricting the region Din Fig.4. This solutions are of the 'Pi-type 
since they are a c'ontinuation of the pure 'Pi broken symmetry representations [8] 
on the (Y, G) plane. The rp~-type phases originate from the divergences caused by 
the boson self-interaction (the bubble diagrams). On the upper dashed line in Fig.4 
solutions III and IV terminate and above this line we have only the rp~ type phase 
V with broken symmetry. 

The following asymptotic solutions can be obtained from Eqs.( 4.20) for G » Y 

ts(Y, G) -+ 3G In G , (4.21) 

3 ~ 
fs(Y,G)-+ 2YlnG, bs-+ ±y 4InG, 
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) 
m~3 2 E5(Y, G -+ -g;-2Gln G 

The asymptotic behavior of the boson mass and ene_rgy density is the same as in 
the .pure rp~ theory [8]. , 

The point C in Fig.4 is quite analogous .to a critical point known in the classical 
thermodynamical systems like gas-liquid (14]. Different phases do not exist a~d the 
system is always homogeneous outside the region D. One can say that. at the critical 
point (Ye,Ge) the difference between phases disappears (solutions of Eqs.(4.20) are 
equal to each other at the critical point C). As soon as the critical point exists, . ' ' . 

a continuous transition between the phases III and V is possible, in which the 
separation into phases does not occur at any point. To do this, the change of 
coupling constants must take place along some curve in the (Y, G) plane nowhere 
cutting the lower dashed line in Fig.4. This curve may' p~s through the .critical 
point C. . 

Boson and fermion masses as the functions of G for a fixed value of Y are shown 
in Figs.5,6 for two different paths in .the (Y,G) plane. The solid line represents the 
case Y < Ye: the path cuts the region D and we see the separation into the phase~ 
III, IV and V. The dashed line corresponds to Y > Ye: the .path does not cut 
the region D, the separation does not occur and. a continuous .transition from the 
Yukawa-type phase III to the rp~-type phase V takes place. The difference between 
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these two phases is purely quantitative. Strictly speaking, one can speak of two 
phases only in the case when they exist at the same time touching each other, i.e., 
for points (Y, G) situated inside the region D. 

In order to find the phase boundaries in the (Y, G) plane we have to com pan'. the 
effective coupling constants and the energy densities of all the possible phases o:r the 
system. The energy densities and effective coupling constants for the phases with 
violated parity are shown in Figs.7-9. The.solid li'nes correspor:i.<l' to-Y ==''.2 < Yc:, 
the dashed lines represent the case Y = .35 > Ye. Following the definition ( 4.2) we 
get the phase diagram given in Fig.4 by the solid lines. on· the right hand side from 
the boundary starting at the point (Y = l, G =' 0) the i:t'ontrivial symmetric phase; 
II is realized, while the <p~-type phase V with 'violated p~rity occurs above the line 
starting· at the G~axis.' The transition from the initial phase I to .the phase V is 'ot 
the first order since the order parameter (see Fig~lO) bas a jump at the boundary.' 

· Asymptotic relations (4.19) and (4::h) shows that the description ofthe phases 
is quite accurate outside the critical regions, since the effective coupling cons1 ants 
are'~tnall and tend t~ zero when the coupling cohstant G or Y.gr6ws. At the s'amc 
time otir desfaiption ofth~ phase boundaries and' the region 1n' "1•1ig.4 wrfo~e· the p!lasc 
I is realized;is very approximate, the effective houp!ibg constahts are large enough 
as can be seen from Figs, 8, 9. · · · · · · ' · · ' 

In any case, we cah coridtide that parity is ,violated and· the fermion lias' a 
J \· • _; .1 ; • • r ~ i ~ ., 
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dynamical mass in the strong coupling regime G ~ Y owing to the self-interaction of 
the pscudoscalar field. The Yukawa coupling docs not lead to dynamical gencr,1tion 
of the fermion mass and parity violation hut only courses the phase transition !-+II 
without symmetry rearrangement. 

5- Discussion 

At the first glance above conclusion disagrees with the result of the lattice calcu
lations [2] which claims that even very smal.J Y~kawa cou:pli~g generates a no11scro 
fermion mass. In t.his secti.on we would like to clarify a relationship between re,mlts 
of the lattice approach and the present paper. The central point here is a basic 
diffcrcricc between the rcnormaliz~d and regularized (like the lattice QFT) formula
tions of the quantum field theory. In order to explain what we mean let us compare 
t.he main ideas of calculations in these\' two formulations· of QFT for the simplest 
Yukawa model with the clas~ic.al Lagrangian 

- • I ( 2 ) -f,(x) = 1/;(:r)i8i/,(.r) + :tp(x) □ - rn <p(.r) + y;p(.r)i/1(:r)l/,(.r) 

in the two-dimc11sio11al space-time. For this purpose it is more convrnicnt to ch•al 
wit.h t.he functior{al int.egrll approad1. 

5.1 The Renormalized Formulation. 

First. of all let us reformulate our method of description of the phase structure• in 
application to the functiorial integral. We will do this quite schematically that is 
sufficient. for above mentioned comparison. The vacuum amplitude for the modi'! 
(5.1) can be written in the form 

Z = .Jim reg Nj87/;81/;8<pexp{iAR[1P,~J,<;?l}, 
A-oo , 

(5.1) 

where the action An corresponds t.o I.he renormalized Lagrangian 

/,H(:r) = i/J(x)iiJ,jJ(x) + i<p(x) (□ - m~) tp(,r) + ytp(:r.)i/{r)i/,C.r) -+'i11i2,/(.r) - lit". 

in which the mass and vacuum energy counter-terms corresponding t.otlw din·rgcnt 
diagram; in Fig.1 arc incorporated. The quantity m is the rcrioni1alizc•d mass of 
the scalar field <p within the on-shell rcnormalizat.ion scheme. Definition ( 5.1) of 
t.hc functional integral implies some appropriate ··ultraviold. tcgularizat.ion with a 
parameter A and definite rule for removing t.his rcgularizat.ion at. the• final ~t agl' 
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of calculations. , These .two poirits ·are .. ,denoted in ( 5.l) by the, sign ;limA-2.x reg,:• 

Integrating out the fermion fields,we can represent: the vacuum amplitude.½'•·as 
'! : · 1<· .· · • r: ···,. ,, ,· 

, •· Z ~, Ii~ reg Njo'Pe~; {iA~r['P]}, 
A-oo 

Arf(cp] = j d
2
x [~cp(x) ( □ -m2

) cp(x)- ~8m 2cp2 (x)] + 'fr'!'r/(1J+?,;} :· ;(,s.i 

'.\"o½'. we ·1;_iok, f?; a c~i;is,tant fie!? ~o~fig11rat(on .~( X) = ~p =c~n,sf, ,whic\1 ·1~1i11in\iZ;: 
the action ( ,5.2). Wt; have to solve .the equation · 

• ' : •. ' ' ', • • '1) • 

dAe1rr1,; l ·, . . ' . . . . r. 
dR¢, 

0 
= m

2
</>o + 8m2</>o,- yTr • , . . . = 0. · !.'i.U) o . . . . . . . ia + Y<Po , . 

This equation is divergence-free since the ultraviolet divergences in the last two t,~rms 
eliminate each other. Formally equation (5.3) coincides with the last equation •(3.7), 
for g = 0. Equation (5.3) has two solutions for ally: 

m,
2 

{ 21rin'} <Po= 0 and ¢,~ = y2 exp -y . (.5.4) 

:'J'ow we have to study which of the solutions (5.4) provides·a minimum of the free 
energy density. In order to do this self-consistently we should change the integration 
variable"'in the functional integral (5._2) cp. -t <I>.+ </>o anq, at t~e saµie_ time, ta,ke: 
into account the quantum correcti~ns to the' bos~n mass·. In ~ther w~;ds we have to 
find how.the boson mass depends.on 'the coupling constant yin the representations 
with ¢,0 = 0 and <Po i, O. This dependence can be calculated ·approximately (taking, 
into account leading corwctions) by the use of demand of the correct form of the· 
total Lagrangian. In the simple case under consideration this demand results in the 
equation 

m
2 

- M 2 + 8m1
( m, y) --, 8M2(M 2

, y, </>o) = 0, (5.5) 

where Mis the renormalized boson mass and 8M2 is the counter-term corresponding 
to the diagram in Fig.la in which the fermion propagators contain the mass term 
y¢,0 and the external momentum is subjected to the condition p2 = M 2 . Equation 
(.'5 .. 5) is divergence-free and is equivalent to the third equation (3.7) for g = 0. The 
general form of the vacuum amplitude Z can be written as 

Z~ exp {-iTV. E'(y)} Hm reg N'j.Ew811!8<nexp {iA~ew[ll!, ~'<I>]}, 
A-oo . . ·. . , ,·. .. . . .,· . r . , . . . ' . , . .,, 

L~ew(x),~ IIJ(x)(ia,r MF) '11(x)+2<I>(x) (□ - M 2 )<I>(x) + y<I>(x)lll(x)\Jl(x)•, 
! . . ' . ; ' ", 1 ' ' : ' ' , ' , ' o.. ' . ,'. ,: I , ' , ',' . . ; '. ,1 I: j 

--8M2 <I> 2 (x) - y<I>Tr • - 8E'. (5.6) 
2 ii}- MF 
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In this representation the fermion mass MF is 

2 _ 2 2 = 
2

,rm2 
{ 

0 for ,Po= 0, 
MF - Y ef>o m2exp {-y2} for </>o #- 0. 

(5.7) 

The free energy density E(y) in Eq.(5.6) is ultraviolet finite, can be computed and 
looks like the energy density in the subsection 4.1. Different solutions of the coupled 
system of equations (5.3) and (5.5) give·physically different representations for Z 
and describe possible phases of the_system. Comparing the energy densities E(y) 
corresponding to the solutions of (5.3) and (5.5) we choose the phase which has 
minimal energy and, hence, is realized for given value of y. Even for <Po= 0 equation 
(5.5) can have several solutions. In the case under consideration two such solutions 
exist for all y and they have the lower energy than the phase with ,Po #, 0 (like 
solutions I and II in sect. 4.1). 

Thus, solving equation (5.5) for ,Po = 0 and <Po #- 0 and comparing the free 
energy densities for different solutions we see that the phase with massive fermion 
has larger free energy than the symmetric phases and, hence, is not realized for all 
y. the phase with massive fermion is not realized in the system. 

The following should be stressed here. 

• We have two coupled equations (5.3) and (5.5) describing different phases of 
the system. This equations take into account leading quantum contributions 
both to the fermion and boson masses. 

• The phase structure of the system is described in terms of the renormal
ized (physical) parameters. In partiqular, the fermion mass (5.7) is expr~!SSed 
through renormalized mass of the scalar field. 

• The fermion is massles for any y. 

Now let us consider the regularized formulation. 

5 .2 The Regularized Formulation 

The vacuum amplitude for the model (5.1) in the regularized formalizin can be 
represented in the form 

Z = reg N j 8ip8'¢;8cpexp {iA(ip,if,,cp]}, 

where the action A corresponds to the Lagrangian 

L(x) = i/;(x)i8ip(x) + ~cp(x) (□ - m~) cp(x) + ycp(x);f(x)ip(~) 
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(5.8) 



with the bare boson mass m0 • Some regularization is implied in (5.8) but the rule for 
its removing is not defined. For example, the lattice approximation of the inkgral 
can be used, that is equivalent, roughly speaking, to cutoff of the integrals in the 
momentum space. An integration over the fermion fields leads to the expression 

Z = reg Nf or.pexp {iAeff[r.p]}, 

Aeff[r.p]:;, J d2
x [~r.p(x) (□ - m~) r.p(x)] +·Trln (ib + yr.p). (5.9) 

Looking for a constant field r.p(x) = </>0 =·const which minimizes· the action (5 .. 9) 'one 
has to solve the equation · · · 

dAeff[ef>o] 
2 

· 1 ' 
def> =m0 </>o-yTr_. =0. 

. o 18 + Y<f>o 
(5. 10) 

It is easy to check that Eq.(5.10) has two solutions for all y: ef>o = 0 and 

,,_2 • A 
2 

{ 21rTT/,~.} 'I' =-exp --- . 
0 y2 y2 , · 

Here we used the regularization by cutoff of the momentum integrals at the scale A. 
As the next step one shifts the field r.p -. <I>+ 'ef>o and gets the fermion mass. in the 
form 

2 2 {' 271"~~}· ', 
~oF=A exp ;-y , (5:11) 

which is analogous to co~n~;p'oriding expression ·written in the p~per [2]. In the new 
representation the vacuum function~! Z tak~s the form ' 

Z = reg N' exp {-iTV- Eo(Y)} j 8\ll81l!8~exp {iAnew[~, 'll, <I>]}, (5.12) 

Lnew(x) = 'll(x) (iD- MoF) W(x) + ~<f>(x) (□ - m~) <f>(x) + y<l>(x)ll!(x)W(x). 

The vacuum energy density E0 (y) in Eq.(5.12) is a bare quantity depending on the 
regularization parameter A. We· see 'that · ' . . . ' 

• only one equation (5.10) describes different phases of the system. This equa
tion takes into account quantum contributions tq the .fermion mass 6111 the 
boson mass m 0 is fixed; 

• the phase structure of the system is 'described in te'!'fus 6ftlie'bire'mas~ Trto of 
the scalar field and ultraviolet cutoff parameter A; in partiqular, the fermion 
mass (5.11) is expressed through the bare mass m0 and parameter'/\; 
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• the fermion is massive for all y. 

Comparing the content of the current and previous subsections ( especially the con
cluding remarks) one could get a quite definite impression that comparison of the 
results obtained within the renormalized and regularized formulations of QFT is 
a subtlP t.hing. In these two cases we have qualitatively different sets of possible 
phases. After all this is explaned by the basic difference in definitions (5.1) and 
(5.8) of the vacuum amplitude Z. Thus we can finish the paper by a conclusion that 
our results and the results of the lattice approach [2] neither agree nor contradict to 
each ·other. 
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